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Abstract— Recent advancements in statistical learning and
computational abilities have enabled autonomous vehicle tech-
nology to develop at a much faster rate. While many of
the architectures previously introduced are capable of op-
erating under highly dynamic environments, many of these
are constrained to smaller-scale deployments, require constant
maintenance due to the associated scalability cost with high-
definition (HD) maps, and involve tedious manual labeling.
As an attempt to tackle this problem, we propose to fuse
image and pre-built point cloud map information to perform
automatic and accurate labeling of static landmarks such as
roads, sidewalks, crosswalks, and lanes. The method performs
semantic segmentation on 2D images, associates the semantic
labels with point cloud maps to accurately localize them in
the world, and leverages the confusion matrix formulation to
construct a probabilistic semantic map in bird’s eye view from
semantic point clouds. Experiments from data collected in an
urban environment show that this model is able to predict
most road features and can be extended for automatically
incorporating road features into HD maps with potential future
work directions.

I. INTRODUCTION

High-definition (HD) maps provide useful information for
autonomous vehicles to understand the static parts of the
scene. Due to the nature of the information encoded in HD
maps–such as centimeter-level definitions for road networks,
traffic signs, crosswalks, stop signs, traffic lights, and even
speed limits–many of these maps become outdated during
construction or road network changes. Given these fast-
changing environments, manually annotated HD maps be-
come obsolete and may cause vehicles to perform inadequate
reference path tracking actions leading to unsafe scenarios. In
the process of HD map generation, extracting semantics and
attributes from data takes the most amount of the work [1].
A model that automates this process could improve HD map
generation, reduce labor costs, and increase driving safety.

Retrieval of centimeter-level semantic labels of the scene
is a non-trivial task. Prior work such as [2], [3] adopted Con-
ditional Random Fields (CRF) to assign semantic labels. The
advancement of deep learning also provides promising results
in terms of retrieving semantic information from images.
State of the art semantic segmentation algorithms such as
[4], [5], [6] generate pixel-level semantic labels with greater
accuracy. Researchers have also explored methods to create
semantic maps of the environment: examples are given in [7],
[8], [9]. Multi-sensor fusion has been used to improve the
robustness of these algorithms; however, these approaches
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either use aerial imagery to extract road information or do
not explicitly map the lane and crosswalk information, which
are required for HD maps. Therefore, a detailed semantic
map for urban autonomous vehicle applications is still of
interest to explore.

To address these gaps, our work is focused on leveraging
dense point maps built from a 16 channel LiDAR and state
of the art semantically labeled images from deep neural
networks, trained only on a publicly available dataset, to
automatically generate dense probabilistic semantic maps in
urban driving environments that provide robust labels for
roads, lane marks, crosswalks, and sidewalks. We create a
bird’s eye view (BEV) semantic map of the environments
by modeling the uncertainty of the semantic segmentation
network with a confusion matrix formulation. Furthermore,
the fusion of LiDAR intensity slightly improves the accuracy
of lane mark segmentation on the road. The comparison
with a ground truth HD map that has been tested in our
autonomous vehicle for campus mail delivery tasks shows
that the proposed model can identify semantic features on
the road and localize them accurately.

II. RELATED WORK

Semantic Segmentation: Semantic segmentation is the
task of assigning each observed data point (e.g. pixel or
voxel) to a class label that contains semantic meanings.
Research in this field has made tremendous progress as
large scale datasets like CityScapes [10], CamVid [11],
Mapillary[12], become available. Given that HD maps re-
quire fine-grained labeling for each object, building such
maps can significantly benefit from the pixel level informa-
tion provided by semantic segmentation algorithms.

In 2D semantic segmentation, predominant works [4], [5],
[13] leverage pyramid like encoder-decoder architecture to
capture both global and local information in the images.
Trained on the large scale datasets aforementioned, these
network architectures can easily detect objects on the road
even when these objects only have textural differences like
colors. In 3D semantic segmentation, work has also been
done by modeling 3D LiDAR point clouds as range images
and then feeding them to a classical CNN network to classify
each point[14], [15], [16]. While the results of these works
seem promising, due to the nature of LiDAR sensors, these
methods cannot distinguish objects with texture differences
such as colors. Researchers have also proposed an alternative
approach of segmentation on voxelized point clouds [17].
However, such 3D convolutions are computationally expen-
sive and usually require dense raw point cloud measurements
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Fig. 1. Our pipeline for generating probabilistic semantic maps for road feature extraction and HD mapping applications. Our model consists of three
parts: 1) Semantic Segmentation: predict semantic labels based on 2D images. 2) Semantic Association: associate point clouds with predicted semantic
labels. 3) Semantic Mapping: use a probabilistic semantic mapping method to capture the latent distribution of each label and utilize LiDAR intensity to
augment lane mark prediction.

(i.e 32 or 64-channel LiDARs), making it troublesome to
operate in real time.

Semantic Mapping: Semantic mapping has a rich mean-
ing in various literature [18]. We adopt the definition from
[19], which is the process of building maps that represent
not only an occupancy metric but also other properties of
the environment. In the context of autonomous driving, the
drivable areas and road features are often included.

Other methods like [3] propose a CRF based methods
in dense semantic mapping. They use associative hierarchi-
cal CRF for semantic segmentation and pairwise CRF for
mapping. The pairwise potential minimization enforces the
output smoothness. Sengupta et. al. [20] utilize a stereo pair
to estimate the depth robustly, but they do not explicitly map
the lane and crosswalk information, which are required for
HD maps.

Daniel et. al. [7] fuse semantic images from a camera with
LiDAR point clouds, but they use real-time raw point clouds
from a 64-channel LiDAR providing much denser real-time
information whereas we can build map from a 16-channel
LiDAR that has lower cost. Additionally, their focus is on
off-road terrains, in contrast to our focus: the urban driving
scenario. Urban driving scenes require special treatment of
classes that contain specific traffic rules, such as lane marks
and crosswalks.

Probabilistic Map: Probabilistic maps have been suc-
cessfully applied to localization [21] [22] and pedestrian
motion prediction [23]. Probabilistic maps can capture the
inherent distribution information in a discrete space while
filtering the noise. In this work, we successfully apply these
techniques to semantic map generation while leveraging the
prior information in LiDAR’s intensity channel to produce
more stable semantic maps.

III. METHOD
Our model consists of three parts: semantic segmentation,

semantic association, and semantic mapping. The overall

architecture is shown in Figure 1. We use semantic seg-
mentation networks to predict semantic labels on 2D images
and then associate semantic labels with densified 3D point
clouds. Afterwards we apply probabilistic mapping to capture
the distribution of labels assigned to each grid. In this section,
we will describe each part in detail.

A. Image Semantic Segmentation

We use the DeepLabV3Plus [6] network architecture
to extract the semantic segmentation from 2D images. A
lightweight ResNeXt50 [24] pre-trained on ImageNet [25]
is used as our feature extraction backbone. Compared with
other backbones like ResNet101 [26], it can achieve the same
mean of intersection over union (mIoU) value with fewer
parameters and faster inference times. We also adopt the
depth-wise separable convolution inspired by [6], [27] in our
spatial pyramid layers and decoder layers to further improve
the inference time while preserving the same performance.

Our semantic segmentation network is trained in the
Mapillary Vistas dataset [12]. This dataset provides a large
number of pixel-level semantic segmented images with 66
different kinds of labels in autonomous vehicle scenarios.
We reduce the labels into 19 classes by removing labels that
are not essential in our driving environment (e.g. snow) and
merging labels with similar semantic meanings together (e.g.
zebra line and crosswalk). This decision is made based on the
observation that some classes are unlikely to appear in our
test environment. The details of label merging can be found
in Section IV-A. All the training labels and their associated
colors are presented in Table I.

B. Point Cloud Semantic Association

Given a semantic image, estimating the relative depth for
the semantic pixel data can help us reconstruct the 3D scene
with semantic labels. This information, however, is usually
not available. Depth estimation from multi-view geometry
requires salient features, which is prone to error on the road
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or in challenging lighting conditions. In contrast, LiDAR sen-
sors can readily capture the depth information of the objects,
but as they are often equipped with few optical channels (e.g.
16), it can be difficult to infer the underlying geometry in real
time due to their sparse resolution. To alleviate this problem,
our method leverages centimeter-level localization [28] to
extract small dense regions of a previously built dense point
cloud map. These smaller regions are then projected into the
semantically segmented image to retrieve depth information.
Building such a dense point map can be automated and
only requires driving through the area once and is thus less
expensive than human labeling.

With localization in place, the intrinsic camera parameters
and the relative transformation between the camera and
LiDAR are used to project point cloud data into the 2D image
space. The point cloud data is then associated semantically
using the nearest neighbor search. The relative transforma-
tion between the camera and the LiDAR is estimated using
the PnP method [29], and the intrinsic matrix of the camera
is determined by a traditional chessboard method.

C. Semantic Mapping

While a point cloud with semantic labels naturally pre-
serves the 3D geometry of the environment, such represen-
tation of the scene is subject to the sensor measurement
noise and small semantic label fluctuations. To address this,
we maintain a local or global probabilistic map, where the
local map can provide direct dense semantic cues around
the ego-vehicle and the global map can help automate the
process of building HD maps. Semantic occupancy grids
are used for both local and global semantic maps while
the main difference is the reference frame. Our quantitative
comparisons are performed in the global frame.

A local probabilistic map is a bird’s eye view repre-
sentation in the body frame (rear-axle) of the ego vehicle.
We build a local map for a given frame i, with the origin
defined by the corresponding pose, and update it by using
the semantic point cloud. Only when the difference of our
new pose and old pose is beyond a threshold do we construct
a new map and transform the previous map to account for
vehicle movement. In contrast, a global probabilistic map
operates directly in the global frame without the need of map
transformations. A side-by-side visual comparison is shown
in Figure 3; where the top image corresponds to a local frame
representation and the bottom image corresponds to a global
frame representation.

The semantic occupancy grid has height H , width W , and
C channels. Each channel corresponds to a semantic class of
the scene. When the semantic point cloud is constructed, we
project it onto the grid using the x and y components. The
semantic label of the point will be regarded as the observed
semantic label of its nearest cell cij . Every cell in the grid
covers a d× d square area (in meters) of the physical world
where the value d is a discretization factor.

The robustness of the semantic occupancy grid estimation
is enhanced by a probabilistic model which leverages both
the semantic and LiDAR intensity information from the

point cloud to reduce the prediction error. We denote the
semantic label distribution across all the channels as St,
the observed semantic labels as zt, and observed LiDAR
intensity as It. Hence, the task is to estimate St from
our past observations, i.e. the probability distribution of
P (St|z1:t, I1:t). By following the Markov assumption and
assuming that observed semantic labels and LiDAR intensity
are conditionally independent given St, the update rule of the
semantic probability is

P (St|z1:t, I1:t)

=
1

Z
P (zt|St)P (It|St)P (St−1|z1:t−1, I1:t−1)

where Z is a normalization factor. Here we also assume
that P (St|z1:t−1, I1:t−1) = P (St−1|z1:t−1, I1:t−1). We
model P (zt|St) with a 2D matrix M where an element in
the ith row and jth column represents the likelihood of label
i being predicted as label j. It characterizes our confidence
of prediction to allow a more accurate probabilistic update.
We model P (It|St) as a function of the reflectivity rate of
each class in the scene.

The intensity from LiDAR sensors serves a strong cue
for different materials on the scene. For example, the top
image in Figure 6 illustrates a BEV intensity map on a road
segment. Because lane marks are painted white, they can
reflect light at higher intensity and thus be segmented out
with a threshold k. We can use this as a prior to reason
about the layout of the scene: it can help for the cases when
semantic segmentation fails to capture the true label in poor
lighting conditions.

Training Labels
curb crosswalk road sidewalk

building person bicyclist motorcyclist
lane marking (white) sky vegetation manhole

pole traffic-sign bicycle bus
car motorcycle truck

TABLE I
TRAINING LABELS AND THEIR ASSOCIATED COLORS FOR THE

SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION NETWORK

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Our experimental data was collected by one of our ex-
perimental autonomous cars [28]. The car is equipped with
a 16-channel LiDAR and six cameras. The cameras are set
up as two on the front, one on each side and two on the
back as shown in Figure 2. Data from the front left camera,
LiDAR, and vehicle position is recorded for experiments by
driving along multiple areas at the UC San Diego campus.
The camera data is streamed at approximately 13 Hz and
the LiDAR scans at approximately 10 Hz. We drive through
the campus to collect data for urban driving scenarios–
including challenging scenarios like driving along steep hills,
intersections and construction sites.
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Methods IoU mIoU Accuracy
roads crosswalks lane marks roads crosswalks lane marks

Vanilla 0.715 0.537 0.135 0.462 0.797 0.577 0.180
Vanilla+I 0.712 0.510 0.163 0.462 0.789 0.548 0.234

CFN 0.671 0.605 0.301 0.526 0.708 0.696 0.652
CFN+I 0.669 0.588 0.298 0.518 0.705 0.676 0.657

TABLE II
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION ON OUR LABELED DATA FOR ROAD, CROSSWALK AND LANE MARK REGIONS. REFER TO SECTION IV-B FOR DETAILS.

Fig. 2. Vehicle Sensor Configuration

A. Image Semantic segmentation

1) Training Dataset: We have 18,000 training images and
2,000 validation images from the Mapillary data set. We
merge terrain into vegetation, different types of riders into
the human category, traffic-sign-back and traffic-sign-front
into traffic-sign, bridge into building, and different kinds
of crosswalks into a single crosswalk class. The training
dataset is augmented by random horizontal flips with 0.5
probability, random resize with the scale ranging from 0.5
to 2, and random crop. These images are also normalized to a
distribution with mean of (0.485, 0.456, 0.406) and standard
deviation of (0.229, 0.224, 0.225). Due to the similarity of
the Mapillary dataset and our driving scenarios, as well as
the intense data augmentation in the training process, we do
not visually observe severe performance drop when testing
it in the UC San Diego campus.

2) Hyperparameters: We use a batch size of 16 with
synchronized batch normalization [5] to train our network
for 200 epochs on eight 2080Ti GPUs with input image
sizes of 640x640. The output stride of the network is
eight. We use a SGD optimizer and employ a polynomial
learning rate policy [6], [30] where the learning rate is
base lr× (1− epoch

maxepoch )
power with 0.005 base learning rate

and power=0.9. The momentum and weight decay are set to
0.9 and 4e−5, respectively.

3) Metric: mIoU is used to evaluate the performance of
the network. The mIoU of ResNeXt50 in the validation set
is 68.32%. Compared with ResNet101, ResNeXt50’s per-
formance slightly decreases but requires much less memory
(from 367MB to 210MB), which is preferable for our on-
board hardware where the memory is limited. The inference

time of the network is approximately 0.2s per image.

B. Semantic Mapping

We select a region that spans 1.1 km of the UC San Diego
campus to evaluate our map generation results. An HD map
has been manually annotated in this area. It contains road
information such as crosswalks, sidewalks, and center of road
lane definitions and has been tested in realistic environments.
Based on these labels, we generate our semantic map with
five channels: road, crosswalk, lane marks, vegetation, and
sidewalk with resolution d = 0.2 meters. The labeling of HD
map is not a trivial work. However, it exactly showcases the
value of being able to automate the entire process.

The mIoU and pixel accuracy are used as the metrics of
our evaluation. While mIoU reflects our model’s segmenta-
tion recall and precision, it is worth noting these metrics are
influenced by the sparsity of the LiDAR point cloud: the
model output may be very accurate but may contain a lot of
unclassified cells (holes). We address this problem by using
a smoothing kernel to interpolate the missing labels on our
map.

For all the experiments in Table II, we clip the local dense
point maps extracted up to 15m along the longitudinal axis
and −10 to 10 m along the lateral axis of the vehicle as the
semantic segmentation performance drops significantly for a
longer range.

1) Modeling of Observation Uncertainty: We first validate
the design of matrix M that models the observation uncer-
tainty of the semantic label zt given St. For numerical stabil-
ity reasons, we represent the elements of M logarithmically.
We investigate two approaches: one is defined by µ (I+ λ1)
where λ is a hyper-parameter and µ is a normalization factor:
we refer to this model as Vanilla. Another approach is the
confusion matrix of the semantic segmentation network in
the Mapillary validation data set: we define this as CFN.
During the inference time, we assign each cell to the label
with the highest probability. Quantitative results are shown
in Table II. Compared with Vanilla version, CFN has a
significant improvement in IoU and pixel accuracy on the
classes of crosswalks and lane marks. This indicates the
advantage of utilizing the confusion matrix of the network
to model the prediction error in the semantic segmentation
and thus provides a better map generation result.

2) Integration with LiDAR Intensity: In order to utilize
the fact that different materials on the road have different
reflectivity, we first remove all the intensity data that is less
than k = 14 (e.g. Figure 6); this normalized threshold was
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Fig. 3. The map generation result of our algorithm. Top image is the local
map and the blue car indicates the position of ego vehicles. Bottom image
is the same region in global map.

Fig. 4. The semantic map generated from real time LiDAR scan. The
black region on the scene indicates unknown area which is not detected by
the LiDAR sensor.

manually calibrated for a Velodyne VLP-16 LiDAR. Then
during the semantic mapping step, if a label is predicted
as lane marks, we increase its logarithmic probability by a
constant factor γ. This essentially suppresses our prediction
of other classes and increases our prediction confidence
for lane marks. The models that contain the integration of
intensity have a ”+I” in Table II. For Vanilla+I, we observe
better results with respect to Vanilla in terms of accuracy
and IoU of the lane marks but slightly decreases for roads
and crosswalks, indicating the benefit of intensity integration
for lane mark prediction. This tendency, however, does not
replicate for CFN+I with respect to CFN. To achieve further
improvement, a more sophisticated function may be needed
to model the LiDAR intensity.

An example of the global map generated by our CFN+I
model for the entire test region is shown in Figure 7. A
region of the map has been amplified in the figure, showing
that our model can capture the static elements on the road
clearly.

C. Comparison to Sparse LiDAR Scan

One possible alternative for associating semantic images
with depth information is to use the point cloud data gen-
erated by the LiDAR in real time. By following a similar
mapping approach, we project the point cloud onto the
semantic image frame and build the semantic map. Figure
4 shows that this approach gives real-time performance.
However, for the 16-channel LiDAR used, the point cloud
scans are too sparse to construct a semantic map at greater
distances. This becomes worse when the car drives faster.
Therefore, a pre-built dense point cloud map allows us to
construct semantic maps for longer ranges.

Fig. 5. The semantic map generated by back-projecting 2D semantic image
into the 3D space with planar assumption. The map presented in the vehicle
frame. The distortion of lines indicate the failure case.

D. Comparison to Planar Assumption

Another method we explored is back-projecting the 2D
semantic image into the 3D space using a homography with
the assumption that the ground is flat. The back-projection
approach leaves no black holes. Nevertheless, the planar
assumption fails along steep hills or road intersections in
urban driving scenarios as shown in Figure 5: this leads to
considerable distortion at longer ranges.

Fig. 6. A visualization of our generated map (bottom left), the ground truth
label (bottom right), and the LiDAR point cloud map (top). The point cloud
map has been thresholded based on their intensity value. Any points that
have intensity below a certain threshold k are discarded. With this threshold,
we can clearly see the layout of the crosswalk and lane marks on the road.

Fig. 7. The BEV version of our generated map in the entire region of our
testing data set. Our semantic map is displayed on top of the dense point
cloud map. One segment of the map has been magnified to show the details
of the map. Best view in color.

V. CONCLUSION

By fusing the rich information from semantic labels on
image frames, our comparisons to manually annotated maps
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indicate that this work effectively introduces a statistical
method for identifying road features and localizing them in
bird’s eye view. This method can be extended for automating
HD map annotation for crosswalks, lane markings, drivable
surfaces, and sidewalks. These features can be incorporated
for generating HD maps independently of predefined HD
map formats with the additional extension of center lane
identifications which are often used for path tracking algo-
rithms.

By accounting for the road network junctions and forks,
future work involves the full automation of road network
annotations that could leverage graphical methods. While
a combination of the techniques proposed can potentially
address the scalability drawbacks from HD maps, they
also propose new areas of research on high-level dynamic
planning. Currently, many autonomous driving architectures
require dense point cloud maps for localization and come at
a scalability and maintenance cost in a similar way that HD
maps do. By dynamically estimating drivable surfaces, traffic
lanes, lane markings and other road features, the notion of
using centimeter-level localization could be removed as long
as immediate actions can be extracted from a high-level
planner. In future work, we plan to seek out solutions for
fully automating the HD mapping process while exploring
the idea of dynamic planning without a detailed dense point
cloud map.
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